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Abstract
This paper presents :esnlts from an ongoing effort
in applying a variety of induction-based methods
to the problemof predicting the biological activity
of noncongeneric (structutally dissimilar) chemicals. It describes initial experiments, the longterm goal of whichis to assist toxicologists, cancer
researchers, regulators, and others to predict the
toxic effects of chemical compounds. Wedescribe
a series of experiments in tree and rule induction
from a set of example chemicals whose carcinogenlcity has been determined from long-term animal studies1 and compare the resulting classification accuracy with eight published human and
computer predictions for a commonset of 44 test
chemicals. The accuracy of out system is compatable to the most accurate human expert prediction yet published, and exceeds that of any of
the computer-based predictions in the literature.
The induced rules provide confirmation of current
expert heuristic knowledge in this domain. These
early results show that an inductive approach has
excellent potential in predictive toxicology.
Introduction
Cancer is an obvious public health problem, and there
is considerable evidence of catcinogenicity in chemical compounds found commonly in the environment.
It follows that determinlng which chemicals ate eatcinogenic is of cleat public benefit. At the same time,
however, experiments such as those currently being
performed by the U. S. National Toxicology Program
(NTP) (Huff & Haseman 1991) to determine which
chemicals cause cancer in rodents, while clearly important, are time-consumlng and expensive.
It is our hypothesis that inductive analysis of biological information by a variety of machine learning
techniques will discover patterns, co-occurrences, and
correlations that have not come to light using other
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techniques. Futthet, we believe that such inductive
analysis could lead to development oflnformation management systems that are useful, ftrst, for assisting
researchers in the task of predicting the presence or
absence ofcutcinogenic effects of chemical compounds,
and, second, in developing mechanistic hypotheses that
explain such effects. Weate engaged in a project to
test out hypothesis, and this paper presents some of
our early results. Aside from testing machine predictions against the results of ongoingempirical studies, a
major goal of the project is to provide predictions that
can help guide the selection of chemicals for testing.
In the longer term, this approach mayalso help reduce
the use of laboratory animals in such testing.
Current
Predicting

Approaches
to
Carcinogenesis

Toxicity and carcinogenicity studies currently conducted by the NTPare almost exclusively empirical,
consisting of short- and long-term emlrnal studies nsing
rats and mice. In a typical NTPcarcinogenicity study,
the test chemical is administered for 104 weeks to each
sex of either one or two species of rodent (usually
Fisher Rat and/or BeCaFI Mouse). At the end of the
two-year exposure phase, animal tisSUes are examined
histopathologically for the presence of lesions at any of
59 organ sites. The results ate interpreted andj after
peer review, the level of evidence for carcinogenic activity of the chemical in each sex/species experiment is
classified as either Clear Evidence, SomeEvidence, No
Evidence, Equivocal Evidence, or Inadequate Study.
A variety of schemes have been used to classify the
overall carcinogeuicity of a chemical (Tennant 1993),
but predictive toxicology researchers usually classify a
chemical as either positive, if it produces any Clear- or
Some-Evidencecalls, or negative, if it produces only
No-Evidence calls or a combination of Equivocal- and
No-Evidence calls in any of the NTPbioassay experiments. Some p~edictors consider the combination of
Equivocal- and No-Evidencecalls to represent a third,
equivocal, classification. The sex/species results are
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published as an NTPTechnlcul Report emd are often
used by an appropriate regulatory agency as an important part of aa overall assessment of risk. The time
from design to reporting a long-term study is five yeats
or more. For more information on NTPexperimental
protocol, see (Huff & Haseman1991).
About 450 Technical Reports have been published,
but the number of chemicals in the environment that
have never been subjected to carcinogenicity testing
has been estimated as high as 100,000. At the moment
there appea~ to be few good alternatives to long-term
empirical carcinogen bioassays of the kind done by the
NTP.
The Training
Set
This paper describes a series of experiments in supervised tree sad rule induction from a training set of
example chemicals, whose carcinogenicity has been determined by long-term rodent studies. It then compares the resulting c!__assification accuracy with a set
of published human and computer predictions for a
commonset of 44 test chemicals. For the training set,
we had ready access to information on 301 chemicals,
both orgmxic and inorganic, for which both long-term
bioassays and short-term mutagenesis assays had been
completed (Ashby & Tennant 1991). The information
was organized into 301 training ~amples, with each
example containing data on 189 attributes. These attributes encode values for:
Salmonella mutagenesis.
The Ames test for mutagenesis had been performed on Salmonella typhimurium bacteria on most of the chemicals in the
test set (Ashbyet al. 1989). This is s short-term (typically 14-day) in vitro test, whoseresults were negative
if and only if there was no mutation, with and without
"activation" by $9 liver microsomal fraction.
Alerting chemical structures.
Human expertise
has identified certain functional-group substructures
of organic molecules that may predispose the paxent molecule towards causing chemical mutagenesis
and carcinogenesis, becaase they represent the potential for either entering into electrophilie reaction with
DNAor being converted by metabolism into aa electrophilic functionality that can react with DNA(Ashby
et al. 1989). An attribute for each of the following
21 structural alerts for DNAreactivity was included
in our training set: alkyl esters of either phosphonic
or sulphonic acids; aromatic nitro groups; aromatic
azo groups; aromatic ring N-oxides; aromatic monoand di-a]kyiamino
groups; nlkyl hydruines; alkyl aldehydes; N-methylol derivatives;
monohaloalkenes; ~haloethyl N and S mustards; N-cldorsmlnes; propiolactones and propiosultones; aromatic and aliphatic
asiridinyl derivatives; aromatic and aliphatic substituted primary alkyl halides; derivatives of urethaae
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(carbamates); alkyl N-nitrosamlnes; aromatic amines,
N-hydroxy derivatives, and derived esters; aliphatic
epoxides and aromatic oxides; Michael reactive centers;
halogenated methanes; and aliphatic nitro groups.
Route of administration
and MTD doses. The
route of sdmlni~tration for each NTPcarcinogenesis
bioassay is usually set according to the predominant
mode of human exposure in the environment at large.
Alternative routes of admlnlgtration are feed, drinking water, gavage (intubation), skin paint, and inhalation. A preliminary subchzonic (typically 90-day) toxicity study is conducted, primarily to determine the
minlm~lly-toxic
dose (MTD)for the long-term study
and to observe any subchronic pathology. The MTD
is the highest dose for a chronic study that will not
shorten the longevity of treated anlmaJs from effects attributed to the test chemical other than the induction
of neoplasms. For the MTDattributes in our training set, concentration units were normalised to mgper
kg per day for each sex/species bioassay experiment,
regardless of the route of admlnlgtration.
Subchronie organ pathology. After the exposure
phase for a subchronic study is completed, organs of all
test anlm~s are examinedfor gross lesions at necropsy,
and e~ch of up to 59 organs may, as warranted, be subjected to microscopic examination. Toxicologic pathologists have standard codes for aa average of 40 morphological lesions pet organ, but on average fewer
than 4 are observed at any one topological site. The
study results to which we had access contained organ
pathology data for 35 organs. Those organ sites are:
adrenal, brain, bile duct, bone, clitoral, circulatory,
heart, harderlan, hematopoietie, intestine, integumentary, kidney, liver, lung, mammary,mesothelial, nose,
nervous system, ovary, oral cavity, osteosarcoma, pancreas, parathyzoid, preputial, pituitary, stomach, subcutaneous tissue, skin, spleen, thymus, thyroid, tunica
vaginalis, uterus, urinary bladder, and Zymbal’sgland.
Miscellaneous short-term tests.
In addition to
the Salmonella mutagenicity test, data were available
for 65 of the 301 chemicals on some combination of
other short-tetra tests that have been studied as surrogate predictors of toxicity by the NTP. Amongthese
are tests of chromosomalaberration, sister chromatid
exchange, and mutagenesis tests on mouse lymphoma
cells and Drosophila.
The distribution of the 301 chemicals for which we
had data is summ~’isedin Table 1.
The Problem of Missing
Data
The specific organ toxicity observed during a subchronic study is potentially one of the most reliable
indicators of long-term effect. However,of the original training set of 301 chemicals, no subchronic organ

Subcl~on
data
Some
None

TOTAL

Cazclnogenlcity Classification
Negative
Equivocal
Positive

Experiment 1.2. Equivocal classifications
reclassifted as positive. Training set she 301 (67% +,

Tote3

83(56%) 39 (2~%) 25 (17%) i47

33%
--).

(52%) (39%) (58%) (49%)
76 (49%) .. 60(89%)18 (i2%) 154
(48%) . (61%)
(51%)
159 (53%) i 99 (33%) 43 (14%) 301

Table I: Distribution of the 301-Chemical Tralnln$ Set

Experiment 1.3. Equivocal classifications
rec]_~-_
sifted as negative. Training set she 301 (53% -F,
47% --).
]gxpexlment 1.4. Equivocal classifications
ellmlnated from training set. Training set size 258 (62%

+, 38%--).
Group 2. Chemicals ~ated for which organ toxicity data were entirely unavailable.

lesion data were available for 154 (51%). To investigate the effect of this missing data, we performed two
groups of experiments: four experiments that trained
on all S01 chemicals ~egaxdless of missing data, and
four that trained only on those 147 for which at least
some organ toxicity data was available. (It should be
noted that even some of the 147 have missing organ
toxicity data for between one and three of the four
sex-species combinations.)

Experiment 2.1.
Equivocal classifications included as such. Training set ~ 147 (56% +, 27%--, 17% E).
Experhnent 2.2= Equivocal classifications
reclassifted as positive. TrAining set she 147 (73% +,

The Problem

Experiment 2.4. Equivocal c!_~-~dflcations ~]imlhated from training set. Training set ~ 122 (68%

of Equivocal

Classification

As mentioned above, a rodent carcinogenesis bioassay
sometimesyields results that axe equivocal overall, and
in fact axe so certified by the NTPpeer-review process
(Ashby et al. 1989; Huff & Haseman 1991). There
is considerable debate in the predictive toxicology research community about the most appropriate way in
which to handle such equivocal classifications. In paxticular, treating equivoca2 as simply a third cl_,~fication does not appropriately capture all the information
of interest. To gain someinsight into this issue, in each
group of experiments we performed four sets of trainand-test, using different treatments of the equivocal
clA-~sification.

The Test Data
(Tennantet al. 1990) published predictions of the potential carcinogenlclty of 44 chemicals still under study
by the NTPat that time. NTPresults for 36 of these
44 chemicals axe now known. 18 (50%) of the 36 have
been officially classified positive, 9 (25%)negative, and
9 (25%) equivocal. Wetook these 36 chemicals as our
test set. Throughout our experiments, all aspects of
the training and test set were mutually exclusive.
The

Experiments

Following is a brief description of eight experiments,
indicating the cl__~-~_’Jlcationdistribution of the training
set used for each experiment.

27%--)

Experilnent 2.3. Equivocal classifications
zeclassifted as negative. Training set size 147 (56% +,

44%
--).
+, 32%--).

The

Conduct

of

Each

Experiment

Tree Induction
TIPT (Tree Induction for Predictive Toxicology)
a simiIaxity-based classification system based on the
tree and rule induction system C4.5 (Qninlan 1993).
TIPT uses supervised ]earning over a tra;ning set
of biologicai-activity attributes of chemicals to devise
concept descriptions capable of successfully classifying
unseen chemicals. Each chemical in the tr~ining set
was preclassified according to the NTPassess___ment of
its carcinogenesis in rodents.
Each tree was constructed by a greedy, dlvide-andconquer algorithm, which at each step has the goal
of selecting from a set of attributes the one that best
discriminates a set of examplesaccording to the classification. The criterion for deciding which attribute to
select was the information-gain-ratio (Q, inlan 1986),
which is computed as follows. Assume we have a set
T of examples, each example belonging to one of k
classes Ct,...,Ct. In this application, T is a training
set of chemicals and the C~ are the NTPcazcinogeniclty
classifications. The information required to completely
discriminate T into these classes is given by the entropy
formula (Shannon 1949)

Group 1. Kll 301 chemicals used.
Experiment 1.1.
Equivocal classifications included as such. Training set she 301 (53%-t-, 33%--, 14%E).

where To, is the subset of examples in T having classification Ci and I S [ is the numberof elements in set
$.
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Nowsuppose T is partitioned according to the n
possible values of some attribute A. The amount of
information still requited for complete discrimination
is given by
ZA(T)=~[’T(~’-’)’,=I
,T,x Z(T(A.-,))]
where T(jt,--i) is the subset of T having value i on attribute A.
The information gained by partitioning the examples
in T according to their values on A is
~(A)= 2[(T)- Z~(T)
Consider now the information content of a message
pertaining not to a class, but to the outcomeof a test
on an attribute. The expression

i=l

represents the information generated by the mere act
of partitioning
T into n subsets.
Then ~(A)
~(A)/’P(A) expresses the proportion of information
generated by the partition on A that is useful for c!~sification. To determine which attribute to install at a
given position in the tree, the maYimum
value of ~R
over all untested attributes is used. This is the gainratio criterion. (The gain criterion, an older alternative, maximizes ~ rather than gT~ (Q,inlan 1986).)
In the case of missing data (Experiments 1.1 through
1.4), ~(T) and ~A(T) were computed using only
values, ~(A) was computed as K × (I(T) -I.t(T)),
where K is the proportion of T with known values of
A, and 7~(A) was computed on n + 1 subsets, treating
unknmmas an additional subset. Whenpartitioning T
on attribute A, each example whose value of A is unknownwas distributed fractionally amongthe subsets
T(,t~-0 of T in proportion to the membership in the
T(.t...Qof the examples having knownvalues on A.
Rather than considering attribute values only singly,
trees were generated in which the values of discrete
attributes were grouped for testing information gain,
but no significant improvement in accuracy resulted.
Finally, the older information-guin criterion was tried
for each of these combinations, as an alternative to the
gain-ratio criterion, but generally yielded lower accuracy. For more details on decision tree induction, see
(Q.inl~a
1986; Qnlnlan1987).
Windowing
For each of the four Group 1 and four Group 2 experiments outlined above, appro*imately 20%of the training examples were selected using a stratified random
procedure
and assembled
intoa so-called
"window."
Selection
fortheinitial
window
wasstratified
so that
thedistribution
of positive
andnegative
examples
(and
equivocal
examples,
depending
on the experiment)
was
32
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as uniform as possible. A decision tree was developed
from this window,and this tree was then used to classify the training examples not included in the window.
Half of the mi~lar.sified trAining examples were then
added to the windowand s second tree was generated.
This cycle was repeated until the tree correctly classified all the training examples outside the window,or
until classification accuracy ceased to improve.
Ten trees with maximumasymptotic accuracy were
grown in this manner, each beginning with an initial
windowof the same sise but different composition.
Converting
Trees to Rules
Decision tree structures can be large, difficult for humans to understand, and can contain redundant subgraphs which hide the underlying structure of information. Production rules can avoid these difficulties.
Therefore, after the tree induction phase produced ten
trees from each expet~tent, a single set of production
rules was generated from these ten trees, by converting
each path from root to leaf in each decision tree into
a corresponding initial rule. This set was then pruned
in a process which worked as follows. First, each individual rule was simplified in isolation by removing
conditions from its left-hand side that did not discriminate the rule’s class (either positive, negative, or
equivocal, depending on the rule) from other c!s_~es,
according to a pesslmi~tic estimate based on contingency table analysis. Then, for each ~lass_, all the simplified rules were filtered to removerules that did not
contribute to the a~curacy of the rules as a whole. Finally, the rules for each class were ordered to mlnlml,e
false positives, and the class which contemnedthe most
training cases not covered by any rule was chosen as
the default class.
RIPT (Rule Induction for Predictive Toxicology),
also developed from C4.5, is a system which converts
sets of trees into sets of production rules.
Results
from the Experiments
Error rate was measured by the ratio of misclassified
tr,Lining examples to total training examples. The
best-of-10 error rates for all the experiments are summax~ed in Table 2.
The tree with the lowest error rate on training examples of the 80 generated by the asymptotic windowing procedure is given in Figure 1. It was generated
in Experiment 2.4, the experiment which showed the
best combinedtree and rule accuracy, i.e., lowest error rate, on the training set. It should be emphasiffied
that training set accuracy alone was used as s selection criterion to facilitate fair comparison with other
published predictions on the 36 test chemicals, which
were prospective rather than retrospective. Experiment 2.4 eliminated from the training set all chemicals for which organ toxicity data were unavailable and
all those with equivocal carcinogenicity classification,
yielding a training set of 122 chemicals. Of these, the

Exp.
No.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

%+
53
67
53
62
66
73
56
68

%

%E
33
14
33- ---

47. --.
38

¯

27

m

17

7 ¯
44

m

¯

m

2 ¯

~

Best.-of-10 P.rr. %
Tree
Rule
16.9
35.2
10.3
29.2
i.o.o
25.2
.
8.1
24.4
12.9
32.0
.
6.1
18.4
.
5.4
33.3
¯
6.6
17.2

Table 2:Best-of-10 Tra;ni.g Error Rates

Most Acc~ate Tree
17
1
4
5
3
6
Sensitivity:
Specificity:
+ Predictivity:
Predictivity:
Accuracy:

Corresponding Rules
-- E ~--~ed
as
4
0 NTP +
5 0 NTP
3 0 NTP E
77.8%

+
0 14
0
4
0
6
94.4%
55.6%
55.6%
81.0%
77.8%
83.3%
55.6%
81.5%
70.4%

Table 3: Confusion Matrices (Equivocal Classifications
Omitted for Comparison Purposes)

windowing process made use of 93 to achieve convergence.
The rule set generated from the set of ten trees generated in Experiment 2.4 is given in Figure 2. The
confusion matrices for the predictions generated by the
most accurate tree and the rules generated by the corresponding expemnent are shown in Table 3.
Table 4 shows the chemical-by-chemical outcome of
TIPT/RIPTclassification
on the test set. Classific~
tion is accompaniedby a confidence estimate, which is
a subset of the unit interval in the case of trees, and a
single numberfor rules. For completeness, predictions
for all 44 chemicals are included, although classification is knownfor only 36 at this time.

Other Published

Predictions

Although a classification accuracy of 70-80%is not especially high on manymachine learning problems, it is
nevertheless equal to or better than All but one published approach to the identical problem of predicting
carcinogenesis for some or all of the original 44 chemicals. Methods that have been described in the literature include both humanexpert predictions, experimental measurements, and computer-based systems of
various kinds. A brief description of these other published prediction methods follows; see the references
for more details.

1. The initial prospective predictions on the 44 chemicals were based on humanexpert evaluation of themiced structural alerts, short-term in ~/tro toxicity,
subchsonic in vi~o toxicity, and MTDdose level,
for each chemical in isolation (Tennant et al. 1990).
Aside from TIPT/RIPT, this was the only group
to attempt predictions on all 44 chemicals from the
original set.
2. (Bakale & McCzeary 1992) experimentally
mcasuzed electzophilic reactivity (ke) values for individual chemicals and used these to predict carcinogenicity. This approach provided predictions on 31 of the
44 chemicals.
3. Deductive Estimation of Risk from Existing Knowledge (DEREK)(Sanderson & Earnshaw 1991)
rule-based expert system derived from the LHASA
chemical synthesis system. DEREK
identifies chemical substx~actu~es in a molecule and relates these to
likely types of toxicity. DEREK
made predictions
on 41 of the 44 chemicals.
4. Computer-Optimi~ed Molecular Parametric Analysis of Chemical Toxicity (COMPACT)
(Lewis, Ioanhides, & Parke 1990) is a system that computes the
shape and molecular orbital energy levels of a chemical structure and evaluates whether it can interact
with the active site of cytochrome P450 I or to the
binding site of the Ah receptor, and thereby induce
cancer. COMPACT
made predictions
on 40 of the
44 chemicals.
5. MUltiCASE(Rosenkrans & Klopman 1990) is a program that automatically selects chemical substructures that are statistically associated with biological
activity in a training set of knownactive and inactive chemicals, and uses the presence or absence of
these substructures in test chemicals to predict their
effects. MultiCASEmade predictions on 39 of the
44 chemicals.
6. Toxicity Prediction by Komputer-Assisted Technology (TOPKAT)(Enslein, Blake, & Borgstedt 1990)
predicts etfects by means of a linear Quantitative
Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR)regression
model, developed by discrlminant analysis of quantitative descriptors of molecular structure attributes
and substructural fragments knownto be associated
with blologica| activity. TOPKAT
made predictions
on 28 of the 44 chemicals.
7. (Benigni 1991) used a QSARmodel based on
combination of two activity descriptors, computed
eleetroph;llc reactivity (electrophillcity) and Ashby’s
structural alerts. This model made predictions for
39 of the 44 chemicals.
8. (Jones & Easterly 1991) used a method of relative
potency analysis and the dose levels of the NTP
bioassays to rank_ the potential strength of the 44
chemicals. The re|ative predicted outcome results
Bahler
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4: Compstison

of TIPT/RIPT Results

with 8 Published

Prediction

Methods/Systems

were applied as modulators of the original predictions (Tennant et d. 1990) to give Rapid Screening
of Hazard (RASH)predictions on 27 of the 44 chemicals.
Aside from a commontest set, these methods share
very few characteristics with each other or with us;
in particular, the groups were under no restriction to
make use of the same set of chemicals or attributes
that we did.
pr,~lim;n~kryresults are available for three sets of human expert predictions; these average no more than 6566% accurate. The most accurate human predictions
(Tennant et al. 1990) are based on heuristics derived
over time by the inductive analysis of large collections
of data (Ashby & Tennant 1991; Ashby et al. 1989).
Consequently, these heuristics reflect the biological nature of the characteristics employed,such as short-term
in vitro mutagenesis assays, subchtonic in v/vo organ
toxicity, and chemical substructure alerts for cazc~ogenicity. The remaining two sets of humanpredictions,
significantly less accurate than those in (Tennant et al.
1990), are unpublished and ate omitted from Table 4.
In contrast to these fundamentally inductive approaches, most other prediction methods (Bakale
McC~eary1992; Benigni 1991; Jones & Easterly 1991;
Sanderson & Eaxnshaw 1991; Lewis, Ioannides,
&
Parke 1990) involve various deductive approaches to
prediction that a~e based on the electrophillc somatic
mutation model of carcinogenesis and employ one or
more physico-chemical descriptors that presumably relate chemical strnctute to carcinogenic activity; their
performance in the 44-chemical prediction experiment
appears less accurate than that of the most accurate
human experts. Two additional methods employ statistical analysis of exploratory data in an effort to identifychemical substructures or physico-chemical parameters that can account for the biological activity (Eastein, Blake, & Borgstedt 1990; Rosenbans & Klol>man1990), but their performance was no better than
those of the deductive methods.
Table 4 compexesthe results ofearUer published predictions, chemicx] by chemical, with our TIPT/RIPT
systems.

The Nature of Predictive

for recognizing patterns and relationships as an effective way to address the noncongeneric chemical prediction problem. Webelieve induction is the most appropriate approach that can be applied to the development of noncongeneric prediction methods, because
it enables the discovery of relationships in knowledge
domahls that lack formal models; i. e., induction requ~es no specific knowledge of the multiple biological processes or mechanism(s) that determine relationships between the noncongenedcuniverse of chemicals
and a complex biological endpoint such as carcinogenesk. Deductive approaches, on the other hand, require
hypotheses that limit the set of chemicals to which
they apply. Generally, the most successful applications
of the deductive approach involve biological endpoints
governed by a single mechanism that is knownin detail. A good exampleis the design of drugs that inhibit
the active site of an ensyme, the electronic and steric
requirements of which have been fully characterized by
x-ray or other physical methods.
By analogy to the inductive approach used by the
most successful human-expert predictors, first we have
adapted a supervised machine learning, tee hnlque to
address this problem. Second, we chose to use phenomenologicai biological descriptors to represent the
essential attributes of chemicals for the induction analysis; attribute values were compiled from extensive
NTPdata generated through the exploratory testing
of noneongeneric chemicals for toxicity endpoints such
as mutagenicity, subchronic toxicity, and carcinogenicity. Various physico-chemical parameters that are often used to represent chemical structure in deductive
analyses are reax~y available; we anticil~te incorporating them into future experiments to evaluate their
contribution to prediction accuracy. However, they
were not utilised in this set of experiments, the better
to assess the potential contribution of the more global,
biological attributes of chemicals in a computer-bused
inductive analysis.

What Has Been Learned
.

Toxicology

The broad overall goal of predictive toxicology research
is to develop methods that provide accurate predictions for as manychemicals as possible in the universe
of structurally diverse, noncongeneric chemiceds. Accordingly, the design of methods that can address this
noncongeneric prediction problem must ideally avoid
a W/or/restrictions of the concept space used to describe the biological activity being predicted so as to
m~Timi~e the extent to which the method cove~ the
universe of chemicals.
Ouz general approach to developing predictive toxicology methods is designed to use inductive approaches

.

TIPT/RIPTyielded a tree with overall classification
accuracy (concordance) of 81%when the 9 chemicals
classified by NTPas equivocal are omitted from the
test set. The corresponding rule set showed accuracy of 70%. This compares quite favorably with
other published predictions of the potential carcinogenicity of the test set chemicals.
(Tennant et al. 1990) and TIPT/RIPT both utilked
primxrily biological-activity parameters of the same
type. TIPT predictions were the same as those made
by the most accurate humanpredictors for 36 of the
44 chemicals (82~). RIPT geneaated many rule sets
~ existing expert heuristics, .such
which %ediseovered
as the utility of microbial assays for certeda chemieels or the importance of subclxronic toxicity in some
organs but not others. Weconsider the content of
Bahler
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these rules to provide useful confirmation that our
approach is promising.
3. The seven published prediction methods that ate
based primarily on chemical-structure parameters
were too speci,dlsed to handle some of the chemicals. Only the original set of human predictors
and TIPT/RIPT, the system described in this paper, made predictions for all 44. Unlike most of the
predictive methods in this axes, rule induction using phenomenological data from biological tests can
handle inorganic molecules as well as organic, noncongeneric organic molecules as well as congeneric,
and miYtu~es.
4. Rule induction can be employed on data involving
a wide variety of information: genotoxicity, shortterm microbial studies, mlnlmally-toxic dosages,
subehronic lesions specific to an organ or organ system, and molecular structure and alerting substructures. In other words, TIPT/RIPT can utilize any
parameter, enabling it to exploit a learning set contAinlng biological as well as chemical data. In terms
of its ability to use whatever information may be
appropriate to its task, TIPT/RIPT resembles the
human heuristic approach more than it does other
published computer systems in this domain.
5. Precisely because they ate uninformed of domain
knowledge, pure inductive approaches axe not biased
toward one or another hypothesis about carcinogenesis.
6. Someof the rules that we discovered have never been
enunciated by humans. To the extent that they
have no apparent connection to hypothesized causal
mechanismsofcaxcinogenesis, they are unlikely to be
readily accepted per se by cancer researchers; however, they may stimulate the formation of new mechanistic hypotheses and further research.
7. Mechanismsof carcinogenesis almost surely involve
a variety of factors, ranging from molecular structure, to metabolic factors, to the genotoxic effects of
electrophUic chemicals on DNA,to the modulation
of hormones or various receptors that regulate gene
expression. For this reason, even inaccurate classifiestion by induced rules can be useful to experts
by illustrating what additional information would be
necessary to repair the rule.
8. Rule induction output is readily understood by humanexperts in toxicology, since the rules use latgely
the same terms and concepts.
9. Rule induction is much faster and allows a broader
variety of experimentation than many other forms of
computer-based analysis.
10. Rule induction is likely to be suitable for pattern
analysis and prediction of other biological endpoints,
such as genotoxicity, immunotoxicity, teratogenicity,
and organ-specific toxicity.
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What Remains

To Be Done

Weconsider TIPT/RIPT to be no more than a successful proof-of-concept that rule induction can play a role
in understanding chemical carcinogenesis, and thereby
to help point the way to future mechanism research
as well as to more efficient testing of chemicals in rodents. Considerable experimentation with the content
of examples and attributes in the training set, however, is need to understand the fullest potential of this
approach.
The attributes in this domain, particularly those
pertaining to organ-specific toxicity, possess considerable underlying structure, and as part of our ongoing efforts we ate investigating modified tree-induction
methods which can accommodate, for example, setvalued attributes without incurring inordinate computational cost. Another current limitation of this approach is its lack of a natural way to handle continuous
or probabilistic classifications.
Purely inductive techniques axe unlikely to be the
enti~e solution to the larger problemof predictive toxicology. At the same time, however, it is unlikely that
any single domain theory can be constructed that will
constitute an adequate explanation for all the data
on the universe of chemicals, let alone warrant confidence in its predictive accuracy. Little is knownabout
causal mechanismsin toxicology, so the codification of
domain knowledge is a hard problem, and such theories will necessarily be partial and uncertain. Detailed
mechanisms that explain the causality of cancer remain largely a mystery even to expert researchers. We
ate convinced that a combination of rule induction and
knowledge-based methods promise ultimately to make
the most significant contribution in this field (Bahler
1992; Bahler & Crayczoft 1990).
Besides rule induction, amongthe other techniques
of long-term interest in this project axe:
¯ unsupervised learning and/or clustering;
¯ explanation-based methods with incomplete or uncertain domaintheories;
¯ various ways of hybridizing artificial neural networks
and intelligent systems.
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IF chemical has an alkyl ester
stnlcturalalert
THENclass is positive
ELSE IF there is subchronic pathology
female Eat kidney
THENclass is positive
ELSE IF chemical mutates Salmonella
THEMclass is positive
ELSE IF there is subchronic pathology
male rat brain
,’HEN class is negative
ELSE IF there is subchronic pathology
female rat liver
THEN class is positive
ELSE IF 187.5 :< adjusted max dose
(mg/kg/day) 900
THEMclass is positive
ELSE class is negative

in

in
in

Figure 1: The Most Accuznte Tree Generated
IF chemical mutates Salmonella
ANDadJusted lmximum rat dose :< 750

(aS/ks/day)

THENclass is positive
CONFIDENCE
89.5~
IF there is eubchronic pathology in
female rat kidney
THEMclass is positive
COIFIDEICE 84.6~
IF chemicalhas an alkyl ester structural
alert
THEMclass is positive
CONFIDENCE
75.8~
IF chemicalhas
an aliphattc
epoxide/
aromatic oxide, structural.alert
THENclass is positive
CONFIDENCE
70.7~
IF chemical does not mutate Salmonella
ASD there is no subchronic pathology in
male rat pituitary
or spleen or
urinary/bladder
ANDthere is no subchronic pathology in
female rat kidney
£ND chemicalhas no alkyl ester structural
alert
THENclass is negative CONFIDENCE
63.5~
class is positive
BY_DEFAULT
Figure 2: The Rules from Experiment 2.4
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